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VACATION

Curators: Gloria Azucena and Kelly Johnson
Graphic Designer: Sally Maier 
Location: Ports Worldwide

Mission: A vacation is an escape from everyday reality, an 
opportunity to interact in new ways in new environments. 
Contemporary artists are creating immersive installations to 
explore new aesthetic environments and encourage new 
modes of interpersonal interaction. VACATION brings these 
installations out of the often stifling and imposing environment 
of the museum, and into the fun and relaxed atmosphere of a 
cruise, inviting viewers to approach the work with the curious 
and free-spirited attitude of the tourist.

Interactive Digital Service: 
“Landscape Therapy”
Select your current mood and 
VACATION will email you high quality, 
high resolution photos of recommended 
destinations matching your disposition, 
to be downloaded as screensavers on 
your home computer.

Artist-in-Residence: The rotating 
exhibition space in the Captain’s Critique 
Gallery, features contemporary artist
Ubin Li’s recreation of popular tourist 
spots from around the world.
Inspired by fake tourist towns in China 
where you can visit Paris and Cairo 
in the same afternoon, VACATION 
explores simulated realities of travel.

Concert Series: Sounds of the Beach,
Rainforest, Mountains, and Space

Observatory Nights: Exploring Space,
the Final Frontier

Lecture Series: “Tourist is Terrorist” 
How local economies suffer from big
business tourism



Set in all caps in Gotham Rounded Light, the wordmark is at once 
minimal and serious and friendly and approachable, reflecting the 
museum’s dual mission.

VACATION is a cruise ship reconcieved as a contemporary art 
space. Large experiential installations fill each level of the ship, 
loosely organized by themes representing vacation destinations.

FORMAL LOGOTYPE

ICONS AND COLOR PALETTE

DECK PLAN

VACATION

BRAND CONCEPT

Selfies and Self-Publishing: Photos are a must for most 
contemporary tourists. Without pictures on social media, the  
trip might as well have never happened! Photos are either a  
new form of experience and social engagement, or they are 
evidence of our self-obsessed and status hungry culture. 
VACATION recognizes both as non-exclusive possibilities and 
integrates this trend into its collateral.
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SMARTPHONE APP PRINT-ON-DEMAND CATALOGUE

The app allows visitors to access addtional information about their 
surroundings. An interpretive text from the curators is paired with 
photos and commentary from previous visitors. Users can also 
create their own photos and commentary within the app. 

The photos and commentary gathered through the app can then 
be assembled with professional photos and essays into a custom 
publication that blends the academic with the personal scrapbook.



WISH YOU WERE HERE?

VACATION

in New York, September 2014

in Osaka, December 2014

Your photos here.
Sydney Harbor, March 2015

SELFIE MERCHANDISE

Print-on-demand merchandise will also be available at the gift shop. The tagline  
“see yourself here” turns the uncanny experience of seeing a person wearing a photo of 
themselves into an invitation. 

PRINT ADVERTISING DIGITAL ADVERTSING

Classic vacation greetings and surprising images invite viewers to  
find an escape from the everyday while remaining in their own city.

Digital ads will feature selfies from visitors at previous ports, and invite viewers  
to visit, contribute their own images, and share in a global experience.


